Worksheet 8. Vocabulary review

Check each word or phrase that can complete the sentence. More than one choice may be possible.

1. Sam is a miner. He works under the ground. His job is to take out _____.
   - wool
   - cotton
   - gold
   - denim

2. Kim is a farmer. On his farm, he grows _____.
   - gold
   - canvas
   - cotton
   - potatoes

3. The people in the theater kept talking during the movie. I was _____.
   - annoyed
   - invented
   - delighted
   - bothered

4. Dinner was delicious, especially the fried _____.
   - potatoes
   - popsicles
   - canvas
   - diner

5. A plastic toy doesn’t last as long as a solid wood toy. It’s not as _____.
   - glamorous
   - strong
   - thin
   - durable

6. Ann has many skills. She can do several things well. She’s very _____.
   - durable
   - versatile
   - grumpy
   - annoyed

7. Our family had a great vacation. We spent a week together in a _____.
   - tent
   - resort
   - hotel
   - gold mine

8. The factory makes _____.
   - pants
   - blue jeans
   - potatoes
   - potato chips

9. This cloth is _____.
   - denim
   - silk
   - cotton
   - wool

10. A lot of people don’t like our boss because he is always _____.
    - grumpy
    - unsatisfied
    - delighted
    - unpleasant